Autumn 2 2017
ENGLISH
Myths and Legends:
- Halloween: A dark, dark
tale.
Funny bones.
- Bonfire night: Guy Fawkes
story
- Lampton worm.
- Christmas story
Poetry: poems at the end of the
day:
- Michael Rosen
Jolly phonics.
Library time and reading
Hand writing/mark making/what’s
in the bag.

MATHS
Number:
-To recognise numerals to 5/10 or higher.
-To count at least 5/10 objects reliably
when presented in a line.
-To demonstrates an understanding of
more and less
-To use ordinal numbers (1st, 2nd or 3rd)
-comparing numbers
Shape:
-exploring patterns
-2d/3d shapes
-Directions and movement
Data handling: sorting and organising
objects

ICT
Data: Labelling and
Classifying:
-To sort and match
items
-To use computer
programs to work on a
range of curriculum
topics eg maths,
literacy
-Use painting
packages to draw
shapes and pictures.
-To use symbols and
words to describe and
label objects

PSD
Playing and
learning together:
•to share
experiences and
interact with staff
and other pupils in
daily routine,
•recognise certain
people and
associate them
with particular
events and share
and take turns.
•understand that
bullying is wrong
and know how to
get help.

SCIENCE
Forces and movement:
- learn about how objects
move and how their own
actions affect movement
- explore different ways of
manipulating and
changing materials and
the effects of some
forces

Medium Term Plan – Yellow Class
Autumn 2
8 Week Topic – Myths and Legends
TOPIC WORK/HUMANITIES
Local myths and legends: Lambton worm
Visit to the:
- park (Geography – local area, maps,
directions)
- library and the Word: myths and legends
RE celebrations: Christmas

ART/MUSIC
Art: Scenes
-Halloween crafts
-Scenes for myths and legends: landscapes
-Christmas crafts
Music:
- rhymes and songs with repetition in
numeracy and literacy.
-Christmas songs

DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY
Seasonal food:
-Halloween treats
(green and red
smoothies, icing
biscuits)
-Christmas food.

P.E.
Fantastic gymnastic:
- Develop an increasing control and
clarity of their actions, movements
and body shapes.
- Devise with help a short sequence.
- Experience and perform specific
exercises important to gymnastic
activity.
- Observe and make simple judgements
about their own and others work.
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